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Following the project execu;on of “Habitat corpo” by Monica Sgrò allows perceiving a rich 
symbolism that opens up to unexpected interpreta;ons.  
The focus is on the wool journey. This material, which originally is nothing but the herd’s 
coat, gets trans-mutated to become a coat through the collec;ve work.  
Wool is a raw, wild material, it needs to be drenched, soaped, massaged by hands and feet 
altogether, through a collec;ve work that reminds of grape pressing and that, just as grape 
does aGer its transforma;ve process, releases a material which is both its epitome and a 
symbol of spirituality. Just like grape becomes must and later wine, gathering the alcohol 
sulfur and the grape juice mercury, similarly, wool gets pressed and handled up ;ll it 
assumes a new consistence, becoming solid, robust, and uniform. Fel;ng turns out to be a 
joint work resul;ng from the use of both hands and feet, the coming together of different 
bodies, the combina;on of land and life, presence, contact, and deep mingling. This 
embrace between bodies and wool comes out of a large surface, with its blue color evoking 
the transfiguring and nightly power of the starry sky, where the vehemence of visible things 
fades away and you can feel a sense of descent/ascent and a recurrent feeling of presence/
absence.  
It is no coincidence that since the beginning the great surface was designed to become a 
coat, a monas;c coat, coming from previous artworks by Sgrò where the ascending power 
intertwines with the search for deepness. 
What emerges as a result of the repeated alchemical process of dissolu;on and coagula;on 
(impregna;ng, weNng, wringing, stepping on, handling, drying, rolling, laying down, etc.) is a 
huge coat built ver;cally, a 3 meters high means of conjunc;on between the earth and the 
sky, heavy and open like a welcoming womb. 
The surface buckles up and ver;cally reach out, leaving a crack in the front that suggests a 
poten;al get back to being a fetus, evoking the Piero della Francesca's Madonna del Parto, 
as well as a face with no name of an ascending spirit cloNng in the hood of the big 
monas;c coat. 
The artwork adepts, who collaborated to its transmuta;on and were introduced to its 
presence, can enter its internal surface, a dark and circular spot overlooking outwards and 
ver;cally erected. This posi;on generates a movement that is both horizontal and ver;cal, 
in a mys;cal marriage between female and male, night and day, and of course materiality 
and spirituality, that all are at the heart of every effec;ve expression of symbolism. 
“Habitat corpo” is a seNng where you can see a reinterpreta;on of the social ac;vity, where 
the raw material is prevented from its usual role as a heavy material and is projected, 
through a thick and layered mix of symbolic ac;ons, in an updated mul;tude of 
interpreta;ons. The animal coat, in an encounter between earthly and ins;nc;ve, is 
transmuted with the par;cipa;on and crea;vity of the people, is a powerful and symbolic 



concre;on, a real “bodily and spiritual habitat”, in a lyrical presence that also serves as an 
actual space for transforma;on.  
Entering the surface is the equivalent of a gesture of retreat and torsion towards the sky 
aGer comple;ng their coopera;ve task, as in the building of sacred space, at its being born 
and becoming a part of the world. 
Living this habitat means also being reborn, taking part in the material medium, and working 
to develop its arcanum (the des;na;on of the surface and the gesta;on), which is the 
quintessence of the shape, a repository of transforma;on. 
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